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There are two traditional explanations to the revo-

lutionary machinelabor substitution in American

agriculture. One is that technical change in agricul-

tire caused machines to be introduced and labor to

become unwanted. The alternative explanation is

that, from the farm sector point of view, labor's. exit

is primarily a market phenomenon guided by rising

urban opportunities and declining real machinery

costs.
If mechanization and labor exit are due to techni-

cal change in agriculture, then they come mainly

from the public agent of farm technology-the ag-

ricultural research system: the research system

should be held responsible for the social conse-

quences of farm michanization, and it should be

budgeted and directed accordingly' On the other
trani. if mechanization and exit from farming are

caused mostly by external price and wage.ch-anges'

the responsibility of the research system is limited
principally to technology improvement'' In t'his note we discuss the newly emerging tradi-

tion of induced innovation and its relation to the

alternative explanations of machine-labor substitu-

tion in agricuiture. We first clarify the conceptual

basis of the induced innovation hypothesis and the

related innovation possibility function' Second, we

call into question the validity of some of the empiri-

cal applicitions. We argue that an incomplete con-

ceptualization of the induced innovation idea has

led to invalid empirical tests and to inappropriate
implications on the causes of American farm

mechanization.

The Hicksian Framework

It is useful to view the process of price-induced

technical change as if it occurs in two stages' In

figure 1 the initial isoproduct curve,1r, and price

.itio, P,, result in an iquilibrium, cost-minimizing
combinition of capital and labor at point A' As

prices change toP2, the new equilibrium.point along

i.ir B. a..5.ding io the induced innovation hypoth-

esis, this change in relative prices causes an asym-

metric shift in the production function' This is rep-

resented in the diagram by the shift in the isoquant
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from 11 to 1:. Now the equilibrium point is at C for

itre price ritio Pz. The capital-labor ratio is in-

creaied in two stages: from A to B in response to

the price change and from B to C in response to

induced technical change'
Technological change is a function of the avail-

abL stock oi knowledge and the resources devoted

io ."..u..h and development' The concept of the

innovation possibility function (the meta-

pioOu.tion function in the terminology of Hayami

una Xuttunt was introduced to formalize these rela-

tions. Hicks originally assumed innovation pos-

sibilities to be baiically neutral: subsequent litera-

ture relaxed this assumption (Kennedy)' If it is

comparatively easier to develop technolog.y that

will iave relaiively more of a single factor, labor for

"*u*pf", 
or" .ouid say that the innovation possibil-

ilv'i"'".ti"" is biased in a iabor-saving or capital-

using direction.
B[sedness need not be associated with pnce

.nun!.t. In terms of the diagram, if technological

;h;d.. took place and the innovation possibility

functtn is biaied in a labor-saving direction, then

1r could shift to 1z and equilibrium; still with the

price ratio P1 , will move from A to D, increasing the

capital-labor ratio'

Agriculture and Manufacturing

Much of the new technology that has affected pro-

ductivity in agriculture was developed in the man-

ufacturing sector and introduced into the farm sec-

tor, embodied in new or improved inputs-
mechanical and chemical. The aggregate, econ-

omywide framework of the induced innovation hy-

pot'hesis does not account for the intersectoral
iransfer of technology because the whole economy

is taken as one sector. However, when applying the

induced innovation idea to a single sector such as

agriculture, it may be necessary to separate the

sictor where the technology is developed from the

sector where it is used. Otherwise market phenom-

ena reflecting farmers' responses to relative factor
price changes may be mistakenly identified as tech-

nical change internal to agriculture
Commonly, the output of certain manufacturing

industries, such as machinery, commercial fer-

tilizer. and other farm supplies, are counted as in-

puts to the farm sector in productivity studies' A1-

iernatively, however, manufacturing and agricul-

ture could be combined into a single sector' If com-

bined, factors purchased by farmers from the farm
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Figure 1. Induced technical change

supply industries will be regarded as intermediate
goods, and the extrasectoral inputs will be such
things as energy, steel, and raw materials, plus total
capital and labor in the combined sector. In fact,
the induced innovation hypothesis for agriculture
originally was formulated (though not estimated) in
the framework of a combined agriculture-
manufacturing sector: at least this is how we read
the theoretical sections of chapters 4 and 5 of
Hayami and Ruttan.

In other cases, particularly if the empirical analy-
sis is limited to agriculture, it is necessary to recog-
nize explicitly that farming and manufacturing are
two separate sectors. The induced innovation hy-
pothesis as applied to agriculture should then be
interpreted as the assertion that relative price
changes induce innovations through two separate
channels-external and internal. Innovations in
manufacturing represent external technical change
to agriculture which may or may not show up in the
conventional estimates as productivity gains in the
latter sector. If the new technology takes the form
of product innovations, and if measures of the new
or improved inputs (machines, let us say) do not
accurately reflect quality changes, there may be a
shift in the estimated agricultural production func-
tion as in figure 1. If it is a process innovation, such
as the ability to produce nitrogen fertilizer at a
lower cost, it may show up as a change in relative
prices represented by a movement along an
isoquant or production function. Better products
often carry higher price tags, but farmers will not
purchase the new or improved inputs unless their
quality-adjusted prices are lower than the old input
prices. Product innovations create, therefore, an
identification problem. If these inputs are not ad-
justed for quality, farmers will be seen as increasing
demand-buying more at higher prices. On the
other hand, if these inputs are adjusted for quality,
farmers will be seen as reacting to shifts in the
supply of machine services-buying more at lower
prices. In the latter case, there will be no measured
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technical change in agriculture;all of it will be seen
to occur in manufacturing.

It is inconsistent to leave new or improved inputs
created by product innovations in manufacturing
unadjusted for quality, calling this technical change
in agriculture, while treating process innovations
which result in lower-priced inputs as a market
phenomenon. As far as agriculture is concerned,
both types of innovations are the same. Both result
in lower effective prices of purchased inputs to
farmers. Purchased inputs should therefore be ad-
justed for quality.l

Technical change also may occur in the agricul-
tural sector, particularly if one defines this sector as
including the research and development arm of
farmers, namely, agricultural experiment stations.
One might refer to the production of new varieties
of crops. improved breeds of livestock, or new
knowledge utilized directly by farmers as internal
technical change, Machine-biased internal technical
change might occur, for example, if new varieties of
crops are adopted which require more mechanical
services to insure proper timing of planting or har-
vest. In this case, farmers actually will increase
their demand for machines and buy more of them
even at higher real prices. Here, as elsewhere, one
would not find productivity growth in agriculture
if agricultural inputs were perfectly adjusted for
quality. However, there would still be an increase
in demand for machinery.

Empirical Application

Hayami and Ruttan did not explicitly separate
internal and external technical change in their ap-
plication of the concept of the induced innovation
to agriculture. They were interested in international
comparisons, particularly in demonstrating how ag-
riculture of the comparatively capital-rich countries
moved in the direction of labor-saving technology
and how other countries, such as Japan, con-
strained by low land-labor ratios, developed and
adopted land-augmenting innovations. For this
analysis, the single-sector framework was a useful
conceptualization and it was not crucial to distin-
guish between innovations in agriculture and inno-
vations created in manufacturing. (Hayami and
Ruttan did, however, discuss at length the mecha-
nism of the transmission of the economic signals
from commercial agriculture to the public agricul-
tural research system.)

A detailed application of the induced innovation
hypothesis to U.S. agriculture has been carried out
by Binswanger for the 191248 period. His ap-
proach involved a two-stage estimation of the

I Quality unadjusted inputs are not only inconsistent in the
analysis of technical change; they are simply memingless. Inputs
always should be measured in standard efficiency units. A simple
addition of different quality tractors, for example, is as meaning-
less as adding apples and oranges.
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biasedness oftechnical change in agriculture. First,
elasticities of substitution in a five-input model of
the farm sector were estimated. The second stage
was an attempt to separate substitution of factors
along isoquants in response to price changes from
substitution due to biased technical change-shifts
of the isoquants.

The real price of machinery in Binswanger's
study is reported in table I (our data are discussed
below). In his multifactor analysis, Binswanger
employed the ratio of the price of machinery to the
aggregate price of all inputs in agriculture. To focus
on the machine-labor relation, we calculated from
his data the implied ratio of machine price to the
wage rate. In general, both ratios exhibit similar
trends. The real machine price was comparatively
high in the decade of the 1930s, mainly because of
the decline in farm wage rates. In both series the
real price of machines was higher after World War
II than in the 1920s. The series differ in one respect:
relative to all inputs, machinery prices are reported
to increase substantially after the wari while rela-
tive to labor, machinery prices are comparatively
stable for this period.

Whether the original five-factor perspective is
adopted or the narrower two-input, labor and ma-
chinery point-of-view is taken, the data presented
in part A of table I indicate that machine-labor
substitution after World War II could not be a mar-
ket phenomenon, i.e., it could not be a process of
substitution in response to relative factor price
changes. Indeed, Binswanger (p.223) reports "that
overall technical change was machinery-using, de-
spite a substantial overall rise in the relative ma-
chinery price." These findings imply that internal
farm sector technical changes which shifted the
demand for machinery were the sole reason for the
vast substitution of machinery for labor after World
War II.

Table 1: Indices of Real Price of Machinery

Ratio to Ratio to

Year All inputs Labor Year All inputs Labor

A. Binswanger
t912 100

Amer. J. Agr. Econ.

Internal technical changes could have occurred
because of learning by doing or the introduction of
new crop varieties and otherinputs. However, from
what we know about U.S. agriculture, it is hard to
believe that farm mechanization after World War II
should all be attributed to new varieties and similar
on-the-farm factors. The development of the
machine-adapted tomato varieties, for example,
began in 1943, when the shortage of labor was
strongly felt (Rasmussen). It is hard to think of
other major clear-cut cases. Some of the new chem-
icals require new machines to apply but at the same
time save on machines by reducing tillage work.

The main empirical difflculty we see with
Binswanger's analysis is his failure to adjust ma-
chinery prices for quality changes. The official U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) machinery
price index, which he used, has been shown to
overstate the increase in machinery prices because
quality changes are not accounted for (Griliches.
Fettig). The USDA series also overlooks the sub-
stantial decrease in the effective cost of mechanical
services caused by the increasing importance of
income taxes, particularly the accelerated deprecia-
tion and investment credit provisions of the tax law.
In an attempt to avoid these misspecifications, we
collected data on custom rates in combine harvest-
ing. These rates reflect the market evaluation of
quality changes and other factors affecting cost of
machines service.

The new custom-rate, wage-rate ratio reported in
table 1 reveals a large decline in the relative cost of
machinery. With these data, the explanation for
farm mechanization becomes straightforward.
Farmers demanded new and larger machines be-
cause the cost of farm labor, both the opportunity
cost of family labor and wage of hired labor, in-
creased relative to the prices ofmachinery services.
Machinery manufacturers responded to this in-
crease in demand by expanding capacity through
investment in both research and development and
plant and equipment. Thus, as we read the evi-
dence, the technical change that encouraged farm
mechanization occurred mostly in the manufactur-
ing sector. Had the induced innovation hypothesis
been more carefully formulated in terms of the in-
terrelation between agriculture and manufacturing, 2

we believe that empirical work would have distin-
guished between internal and external technical
change, in turn leading to careful quality adjustment
of machine price data and in the final analysis would
have produced very different findings and policy
implications.

lReceived October 1980; ret'ision uccepted Marclt
1981 .l
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B. Custom rates

Sources: Binswanger, table 7-l: custom rates, Kislev and Peter-
son, table 3.
Note: Binswanger's data are ratios of machine prices to prices of
"all inputs" or "labor." Custom ratesare ratios of rates in com-
bine harvesting to agricultural wage rates.

'zAlthough Hayami and Ruttan did not distinguish between
internal and exlernal technical change, they did adjust for input
quality change in their attempt to explain changes in factor propor-
tions in the United States and Japan by changes in factor price
ratios (chap. 6).
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